
SOCY4L CL4SSES IN OLD CHIN~4
'before i91a, The Chinese sociercy was a weil-
ordered society. People were grouped into one of
the five social classes. The eve social classes were
ranked according m importance. Three things
ordered a person's social class status: education,
oCCupadoh and wealth. $inCe the ideas of
Confucius had a great influence on everything in
Old China, the ranking of the social classes
re~leaed the values of Confucianism.

Confucius believed rthat education made superior people. Education improved both
a person's character and a person's mind. Thus, the entry, the educated and scholars were
the most respected social class. From this class of people, came the recruiu for the
emperor's bureaucracy.

people who worked in the fields with their hands produced the food for the sociecY.
They provided a valuable service for society. This group, the eap sane (ao% of the tacal
population), was ranked second in satiety.

Skilled craftsmen who made mots, weapons, fine clothing of silk, designed irrigation

canals and brides and made artistic products, provided a good public service. They were

ranked third.
$elfish merchanu who put sheir personal desires ahead of the public welfare were

looked down upon in pid China. Though they were rich, they were viewed as inferior

people. They were ranked fourth in society.
The most inferior social class was the soldiers. They IiKed violence; they were trained

to Ki11 and hurt. They used their bodies, not their minds. Though they were necessary {or

the defense of China, the soldiers had the lowest social status.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6. Ulhat three things determined a person's social status?

Ei~l

~. Of these three things, which factor was most important?

8• Which scholar had the moss influence on the people of 0(d China?

9• Compare Oid China's social classes co F~vPc, Sumer or India.





Name seven Feminine Vrtues

yn the first century ~.p., when fear women were educated, tian 7,.hao was a
remarkable exception, a scholar and teacher. Her father and brother Mere historians for
the Han court. UJhen her bracher'~an Ku died in prison, the emperor ordered'~an Zhao co

finish his work, which included biography, history and astronomy. Despite her
accomplishmenu, "ban Zhao is best Known for this essay reminding women of their duties.

The first feminine virtue consists of meeKness and humility In ancient times a
female infant, on the third day after her birch, was placed underneath her parents' bed and
given a spindle, for spinning thread, to play with. Meanwhile her Father would fast and do
penance and report to the families ancestors on the arrival of a female child.

The placement of a female inFant underneath the bed indicates her inferior position,
and the provision of a spindle, as her first toy is m Familiarize her, at the earliest possible
moment the importance of diligence and hard work.

,Qs a urom8n, she should always be modest and respectful, should tceep constantly in
the background, whatever she does; should never speak of her own goodness or finch mom
the performance of her assigned duties, however unpleasant; and f~nailY, should be able to
endure ail the humiliations and insults, flrom wherever they come. 'his is wha<I mean by
the acknowledgement ofher own inferiority, her inability m live up to it should be her
constant worry and fear.

N~ore concretely, she should be the first to get up in the morning and the last to go
to bed in the evening and should work every minute in her waking hours. She undertakes
every cask inside the house regardless of iu difficulties, proceeds with it in an orderly and
eFficient manner, and completes it in time. This is what I mean by diligence. She waits upon
her husband with seriousness and integrity and conduc~.s herself in the most refined
manner. She of course never indulges in any frolic, including laughter. ~t the time of
ancestor worship, she sees to it that ail religious offerings, such as food and wine, have
been prepared most carefuliv for this occasion.

List of reasons why a dauSh~r-In-law or wife could be disowned:
1. D~sopedience m the parenu-in-law. 2. Na being able to bear a male son. 3..4dultery

4. Jealousy. 5. Having an incurable disease. 6. Talkativeness. ~. $teaiinq

Obedience was regarded as one of the highest virtues of women. TAjomen were honored or

dishonored according to how perfect they carried out the roles of being a virtuous wife,
obedient daughter-in-law, or chaste widow.

1. (Jse a word to describe the attitudes towards women in general in ancient China.

z. Make a list of three feminine virtues for the 2000's.
a. b. c.

3• Make a list of three desirable qualities for men today
a. b. c.
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The Process of Footbinding

The general purpose of foot binding was to restrict the growth of the feet so that they would

not exceed 3-4 inches. Small feet were considered beautiful and elegant. A foot measuring a

perfect three inches was called a 'lotus of gold'; a four-inch foot was considered 'silver'; and one

measuring more than four inches was an 'iron lotus'. Thus the process normally began when a

girl was between the ages of three to eleven years old, the justification being that the pre-bone

cartilage of the arch, which was predominantly water, would be more easily molded than

matured bone. The mothers or more experienced female relatives who performed the foot

binding were at least thoughtful enougfi to cazry it out in late fall or winter when the foot was

generally numb so that the pain would not be so severe.

Those who aze especially squeaznish may wish to skip the rest of

this section.

We begin with the ideals of the bound foot: A foot should be

ideally no longer roan cnree inches; ine cieit beiween tfie heel and

the sole should be 2-3 inches deep; the foot should appeaz as an

elrtension of the leg rather than a stand for the body.

This of worse means that to achieve these golden ideals, the foot

has to be contorted to the extent that the soles are extremely

concave, and that the foot is in practice literally folded in two.

Don't grimace.

The foot-binding ritual traditionally begins with the clipping of the toenails and the soaking of

the feet either in hot water or in a concoction of ingredients ranging from vazious herbs and

nuts to less desirable substances such as urine and warm animal blood. This is allegedly to

soften the tissue and bones of the foot to facilitate manipulation. After the feet aze massaged

(and please bear in mind Yhat these girls have absolutely no idea what they're in for until the day

itselfl. All the toes on the foot, save for the big one, are broken and folded under the sole, and

then the toes aze bound in place with a 10'x2" silk or cotton bandage. These wrappings are



removed every two days to n": ow the washing and meticulous manicuring of the toenails to avoid

infection. This is no act cf 6dattness -immediately after this pedicure, the bandages go back on,

and tighter. And tighter still. Eventually the azch of the foot is also broken and the foot is

pulled straight with the leg. The shoe sizes aze also reduced gradually to accommodate the

shrinking feet

To encourage the feet to achieve the desired conformation,

the girls maybe made to walk long distances so that their own

weight crushes their feet into shape. Alternatively artificial

force in the form of weights maybe applied to hasten the

process. Occasionally the flesh of the foot would also be

lacerated, or sharp objects maybe inserted in the bandage to

encourage 'excess' flesh to rot away so that smaller feet may be

achieved. The washing and binding is carried out by the

mother in earlier yeas; however as time passes, the girls themselves

Iearn to grit their teeth end tighten their bandages on their own.

At the end of two yeazs of excruciating pain, what you get is a pair

of tiny -albeit grotesquely folded -feet. Of course, it doesn't just

end there. Because feet will tend to conform to nature and grow,

this foot-binding process is carried out for an additional ten yeazs or

so to make sure that the toes stay in place.


